
Lifesize and 
Microsoft Teams 
Enterprise video conferencing designed for 
Microsoft Teams 

Solution built for:
Organizations standardizing on Microsoft collaboration and productivity tools that need 
a more feature-rich and reliable video solution.  
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Millions of organizations around the world rely on Microsoft tools and 
services to power everyday collaboration and productivity. With Microsoft 
Teams, employees can schedule meetings, chat 1:1 or in team channels, 
receive calendar reminders, share files and make and receive audio and 
video calls without having to manage separate applications or logins. 

Another key benefit of Microsoft’s productivity suite is the mix of powerful, native tools 
combined with the ability to enhance capabilities through seamless integrations.

The Lifesize for Microsoft Teams integration is designed for organizations that are seri-
ous about video collaboration and want a proven conference room solution without having 
to source and maintain third-party room kit hardware. This results in a seamless video ex-
perience for users and a reliable and trusted video partner for systems administrators.

• Schedule meetings

• Chat 1:1, group, channel

• Calendar reminders

• Share files

• Enhanced video and audio architecture

• Standards-based interoperability (SIP/H.323)

• End-to-end encryption

• Monitoring and real-time analytics

• Automatic software updates

• Conference room equipment

Lifesize and Microsoft: 
A Powerful Combination 
for a Better Meeting 
Experience
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Seamless Workflow Integrations
With Lifesize’s integrations for Microsoft Teams and Microsoft ® Outlook ®, we’ll 
help you upgrade your meeting experience with superior video quality and 
reliability made possible by Lifesize’s 4K conference room systems and 4K global 
cloud service. 

Lifesize for Microsoft Teams
The Lifesize for Microsoft Teams integration 
introduces an intelligent meeting room scheduling 
bot, making it possible for Teams users to easily 
schedule a Lifesize video call from 1:1 chats, group 
conversations or Channels with an option to find 
and reserve available video-enabled conference 
rooms for their meetings. Five minutes before the 
meeting, the bot will even send a reminder with the 
link to join the meeting.

Microsoft Teams Chat Extension
After installing the Lifesize for Microsoft Teams 
integration, the Lifesize chat extension can be 
added to users’ chat toolbar, making it easier than 
ever to start a video call. Just click the   icon to 
initiate a call and send out a join link in seconds.

Outlook Add-in
The Lifesize Outlook Add-in is available from the 
Office365™ add-ins store and makes it easy to 
schedule and invite participants to a Lifesize video 
meeting without ever leaving your email client.

Schedule
Meeting

Quick
Invite
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For the more than 13 million active daily Teams users, the Lifesize for 
Microsoft Teams integration delivers a true-to-life video experience 
seamlessly integrated into the Teams interface and meeting scheduling 
workflow. 

Lifesize for Microsoft Teams integration adds powerful video conferencing enhancements such 
as 300-way video calling, integrated 4K conference room systems and 4K screen sharing that 
you just can’t get with Microsoft Teams alone. Organizations also benefit from a global, secure 
and interoperable cloud video conferencing service designed to support organizations of all sizes 
regardless of their meeting room environment. With Microsoft and Lifesize together, you get a truly 
superior communication solution that is the best of both worlds.

Teams Choose Lifesize 
for the Unmatched 
Video Experience

“I like how Lifesize integrates 
well with Microsoft. We have 
meetings booked via Outlook 
and when you walk into the 
conference room, it shows up 
on the phone. All you have to 
do is click a button.”

– Kenny P., IT Infrastructure 
Supervisor

“The Lifesize cloud solution is 
based on open standards and 
lets all conferencing partners 
choose how to participate. They 
can join via phone, desktop, 
mobile or browser app, a SIP 
compatible video conferencing 
device or even via Skype for 
Business.”

– Rouven A., Solution Manager 
Unified Communications

“We previously used Skype 
to connect with our core 
marketing agency partners 
in New York. It was okay 
but didn’t offer nearly the 
quality that we have now with 
Lifesize.”

– Brittany Capito, Senior Brand 
Manager, Heaven Hill Brands
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True-to-life 4K quality
Unmatched full-motion 4K 
content sharing and stunning 
4K video resolution for the 
highest quality group video 
calls

300-way video calls
Our 300-way call size makes it 
easy to support large meetings 
with a blend of video and audio 
participants across a range of 
devices

Immersive, HD audio
Incredible audio engineered 
with greater noise reduction, 
featuring Opus audio, perfectly 
tuned for human speech

Streaming and recording
Broadcast live events for up to 
10,000 concurrent viewers and 
record any online meeting from 
any device

Connected conference rooms
Purpose-built room systems 
designed for the unique 
demands of encoding and 
decoding live 4K video

End-to-end encryption
Every Lifesize call and every 
recording are encrypted by 
default to the highest standards 
— security is not optional

Reliable global network
With data centers in every major 
geography, our industry-leading 
global presence helps you 
connect your global teams

Trusted partner
We are the industry leaders for 
customer satisfaction with a 
world class NPS score of 84 and 
we stand behind our service with 
an industry-leading 99.9% SLA

Room calendar integration
Prompt meeting attendees to 
join their meeting with a single 
touch as soon as they walk in the 
room

Lifesize Enhancements 
for Microsoft Teams
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Microsoft Teams is an exceptional tool for persistent collaboration and 
document sharing within the Office 365® platform. Lifesize adds comprehensive 
video features that are tightly integrated into the Microsoft workflow so that 
whether you’re meeting with your team in a conference room or briefing vendors 
or partners that are outside of your organization, you can effortlessly connect 
face to face. 

Laptop Browser
For most remote meeting participants, the laptop is the go-to solution for joining a 
video call from a home office or coworking space. Internal employees and guests 
outside of your organization can take advantage of the native browser support of 
the Lifesize app for joining video calls without having to download an application 
or plugin. Just click on the meeting link in your calendar invite or shared in a Teams 
chat and you’ll join the online meeting right from your web browser.

Mobile Browser
Join a video call from your phone’s mobile browser or connect via audio-only using 
local toll-free numbers from more than 60 countries. Mobile support makes it easy 
to stay connected whether you’re en route between destinations or just don’t have 
access to your laptop.

Conference Room Systems
The conference room is at the heart of most meetings, with remote participants 
dialing in from personal devices like laptops and phones. For most large 
organizations, it’s common to have multiple conference rooms of people 
connected together in the same call. There is no “one size fits all” for conference 
room equipment, which is why Lifesize provides a series of 4K solutions that range 
from small huddle rooms all the way up to large all-hands auditorium spaces.

Everything You Need 
for Internal and External 
Video Communication
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Lifesize 4K Conference 
Room Systems
Huddle Room 
Lifesize Icon 300

Huddle rooms and mini rooms 
are among the fastest-growing 
meeting room types today as 
businesses look to modern 
collaboration technologies to make 
better use of their office real estate. 
Configured with either a micpod 
or Lifesize Phone HD, the Lifesize® 
Icon 300™ features an ultra-wide 
field of view camera perfect for 
receiving 4K video and 4K content 
in your smallest huddle rooms and 
mini rooms. 

Small to Mid-Size 
Lifesize Icon 500

Designed for a range of room 
sizes, the Lifesize® Icon 500™ 
camera system delivers stunning 
4K content sharing and brilliant 
4K video quality with impressive 
meeting room flexibility. Set up 
small rooms with a single display or 
size up to larger rooms by adding 
a second display dedicated for full-
screen presentations. 
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Large Boardroom 
Lifesize Icon 700

Large rooms designed to seat 
upwards of 30 participants require 
additional zoom and audio pickup 
to ensure that remote participants 
are able to feel like they’re in the 
same room. The Lifesize® Icon 700™ 
features an ultra-high definition 
camera with powerful 20x zoom 
that’s perfect for large rooms. The 
included Lifesize Phone HD can also 
be outfitted with additional micpod 
extenders to capture audio from 
every seat in even the largest table 
configurations.

All-Hands Auditorium 
Lifesize Icon 800

Multipurpose big rooms and 
classrooms have endless needs for 
customizability and integration. 
The Lifesize® Icon 800™ is rack-
mountable and supports multiple 
inputs and outputs so you can 
switch video sources on the fly to 
control exactly what gets shared 
with the audience.
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By integrating our purpose-built conference room systems and software, we’re 
able to provide the best quality video experience that is both easy to use and 
manage. For users, we provide a consistent meeting experience in every room, 
and for administrators, we remove the need to manage individual component 
warranties, support contracts and compatibility issues.

True-to-Life 4K Quality
The visual quality improvement from 1080p 
HD to 4K is remarkable, but HD also applies 
to 720p, which is the actual resolution that 
most video conferencing providers support. 
Lifesize delivers a resolution that is 8x greater 
than 720p and provides businesses with the 
best solution for sharing fine levels of detail in 
presentations, including full-motion 4K video.

Seamless Click-to-Join Experience
Pair Lifesize to your Microsoft calendar 
service to enable one-click-to-join meeting 
prompts as soon as the meeting starts. Users 
simply walk into the room and click Join. This seamless 
experience is the easiest way to bring video to your meeting 
rooms and ensure a successful adoption for your deployment.

Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
The cost of DIY room kits can quickly add up with hidden connection fees, interoperability add-ons and short 
replacement cycles. Lifesize is an enterprise-grade solution that is fully supported with advanced hardware 
replacement throughout the life of your service agreement, saving you time and resources due to:

• Short, Disjointed Hardware Lifecycles: Eliminate warranty inconsistencies and hardware
replacement outages that vary by individual kit component manufacturer

• Support Dead Ends: Get support coverage for your entire solution from a single, trusted
partner and remove the hassle of not knowing who to call in the event of an outage

• Unmanaged Updates and Drivers: Stop managing multiple device software updates and
compatibility conflicts that arise from a multi-vendor, multi-operating system kit

• Security Vulnerabilities: Multi-purpose consumer devices in the conference room require
additional anti-virus and anti-malware considerations

Dedicated Video 
Systems vs. DIY Kits
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With the Lifesize integration for Microsoft Teams, there’s no longer 
a need to keep persistent chat collaboration tools and video 
conferencing software separate. Businesses not only benefit from 
a streamlined workflow, they also get a consistent and high quality 
meeting experience for all video meetings.

By enhancing your Microsoft Teams environment with industry-leading video and audio 
call quality and interoperability from Lifesize, you get a truly superior communication and 
collaboration experience. The streamlined workflow saves time and leads to more productivity 
and collaboration at work. 

In addition to Microsoft Teams, Lifesize also offers integrations for Microsoft Outlook, Microsoft 
conference room calendaring, Skype for Business and single sign-on (SSO) with Azure Active 
Directory (Azure AD) and Microsoft Active Directory Federated Service (ADFS) 2.0.  

Schedule a demo to see the integrations in action.

Why Lifesize?

https://www.lifesize.com/en/demo
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About Lifesize
Lifesize combines best-in-class, cloud-based video conferencing services with 
integrated equipment that sets a new standard for workplace communication 
and productivity on a global scale. Recognized as Frost & Sullivan’s Cloud Video 
Conferencing Vendor of the Year, Lifesize leads the industry in customer satisfaction 
with the world’s first 4K video conferencing solution and 4K service architecture, 
designed and engineered from its headquarters in Austin, TX. To see why 
organizations like Yelp, Salvation Army, Yale University and NASA rely on Lifesize 
for their mission-critical team communication, visit www.lifesize.com or follow the 
company @Lifesize.

https://www.lifesize.com
https://twitter.com/Lifesize



